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Rental or installation—Elation presenting 
latest in cutting-edge lighting at ISE 2023 
 
It’s a new year and whether you’re looking for professional lighting for a rental project or 
install-quality lighting for an entertainment venue, Elation has a lighting solution to fit your 
need. Visit Stand 7C500 at the upcoming ISE Show in Barcelona (January 31 – February 3) to 
learn all about Elation’s newest cutting-edge products. 
 

 
 
On hand will be the latest in Elation’s industry leading IP65 Proteus™ line, including the new 
75,000-lumen Proteus Brutus™ LED wash effects moving head, the powerful Proteus 
Excalibur™ sky beam, the linear Proteus Rayzor Blade™ LED wash and FX light, and the 
big brother to the popular Proteus Rayzor 760 LED wash effects luminaire, the Proteus 
Rayzor 1960™.  
 
New fixtures in Elation’s high-performance, high-value Fuze™ series will also be shown, 
including the full-color-spectrum Fuze MAX Spot™/Profile™ LED moving heads, and the 
full-spectrum Fuze Wash 500™ LED Fresnel moving head. Visitors can also get up close with 
new luminaires in Elation’s broadcast-optimized KL™ series, including the full-color KL 
Profile FC™ ellipsoidal framing fixture, and KL Panel XL™/KL Panel XL IP™, a bigger, 
brighter and bolder version of Elation’s popular KL Panel™ LED soft light.  
 



 
Visitors will have a chance to demo the new NX1™ from Obsidian Control Systems, a scalable, 
full-featured lighting console that offers the complete ONYX experience without compromises 
in an ultra-compact package. Magmatic will be showing the high-output Magma Fog 1500 
IP™, a new water-based fog machine for professional applications of all types, along with other 
atmospheric effects. 
 
Register free for ISE here using Elation invitation code GGPWO5PV. 
[https://registration.firabarcelona.com/?cod_prom=GGPWO5PV#/en_GB/E234023/WEB] 
 
We look forward to a great show! Visit us at Stand 7C500 and let’s talk about how we can help 
you achieve your lighting vision in 2023. 
 
---- 
Proteus Brutus™: The Proteus Brutus is an exceptionally powerful 75,000-lumen LED wash 
fixture with IP65 rating designed for piercing beam looks and high-intensity washes in any 
environment. A high efficiency 1200W 6,500K white LED engine works with CMY color 
mixing, variable CTO and 6-position color wheel while a complete effects system features 
rotating gobos, animation, iris, and frost. An optional indexable framing module is also 
available. With a zoom range from 4° to 45° and an impressive 220mm (8.7”) front lens, the 
Proteus Brutus cuts through at great distances. 
 
Proteus Excalibur™: The Proteus Excalibur is a stunningly powerful IP65 beam moving head 
set to assume the role as the new 21st Century searchlight. With extreme power (20,000 
lumens), super narrow 0.8° beam (3.5° Expander Lens available), and wide front aperture, it 
excels at creating aerial light beams, throws of CMY color, and air FX rivaling Xenon 
searchlights. It houses a wide array of gobos (25), prism overlays (4- and 8-facet) and more. The 
Excalibur uses Philips’ highly-efficient Flex lamp technology for long lamp life, lower power 
consumption and reduced fixture maintenance.  
 
Proteus Rayzor Blade™: The Proteus Rayzor Blade is a combination of linear wash, high-
intensity strobe line and SparkLED™ FX inside a compact IP65 linear fixture design. Available 
with 6 or 12 independently controlled 60W RGBW LEDs, Proteus Rayzor Blade provides well-
defined mid-air beams up to 12,500 lumens or exceptionally wide and even wash coverage. Two 
high-intensity strobe lines of cool white LED dots along with Elation’s exclusive SparkLED™ 
effects add depth and visual impact. Wide zoom and dynamic tilt axis add to its visual flexibility. 
 
Proteus Rayzor 1960™: This compact yet extremely powerful LED wash effects luminaire 
with 5.6 to 44-degree zoom projects intense, well-defined mid-air beams, as well as an 
exceptionally wide and even wash coverage. Driven by 19 independently controlled 60W 
RGBW LEDs, the Proteus Rayzor 1960 provides a powerful beam (over 17,000 lumens) that 
stands out on any stage. The oversized front lenses create a large surface enhanced by Elation’s 
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SparkLED™ technology for a unique additional layer of effect. Continuous, speed-adjustable 
pan & tilt rotation adds another layer of dynamic effect from this versatile fixture. 
 
Fuze MAX Spot™ / Fuze MAX Profile™: The Fuze MAX is a 21,000-lumen full-spectrum 
LED moving head with RGBMA LED engine (92 CRI) that rivals 1000W/1200W class 
discharge fixtures. Available in Spot and Profile framing versions, the Fuze MAX has been 
designed for precision lighting applications such as theater, broadcast and Houses of Worship 
where a wider chromatic spectrum (including dynamic whites), a full feature set and outstanding 
quality is required. 
 
Fuze Wash 500™: The Fuze Wash 500™ is a full-spectrum LED Fresnel moving head fixture 
designed for theater, television, events and a wide array of other precision lighting applications. 
It houses a 500W RGBMA LED engine and delivers a powerful output of up to 17,000 lumens 
with CRI of 92. It is designed for any application where an automated Fresnel fixture with 
outstanding and impactful colors, a wide zoom range and a soft field of light is required. 
 
KL Profile FC™: The KL Profile FC™ is a manual ellipsoidal framing fixture with 305W 
RGBMA LED engine designed for a wide array of precision lighting applications. With a 7 to 
50-degree zoom, the fixture requires no additional lens tubes, reducing cost, complexity and 
providing excellent flexibility for any theater or performance venue. Included is a 16-bit rotating 
gobo slot and full blackout framing system with a Fresnel wash conversion kit available as an 
option. Output exceeds 10,000 lumens. 
 
KL Panel XL™ / KL Panel XL IP™: Designers have turned to Elation’s color temperature-
adjustable KL Panel™ full-color-spectrum LED soft light for livestreams and broadcasts of all 
types and now the company offers an XL version that extends the size of the original while 
emitting nearly twice the power and offering multi-zone control for dynamic effects. The new 
KL Panel XL soft light delivers superior output, precise color temperature control, full-
spectrum color rendering and an even wash coverage. Optimized for the tunable white light 
requirements of broadcast, it is an ideal soft light source for many situations requiring 
outstanding performance and color quality. Also available is an IP65-rated model.  
 
NX1™: The NX1 from Obsidian Control Systems is a portable yet full-featured lighting 
console running Obsidian’s powerful ONYX platform. Utilizing the full ONYX Operating 
System, the NX1 uses the latest in industrial components and offers a slate of professional 
features in an ultra-compact package. The console is expandable with the dedicated NX K 
keypad and the NX P motorized playback wing. A simple magnetic alignment system allows 
attachment on any side of the NX1. 
 
Magma Fog 1500 IP™:  The Magma Fog 1500 IP from Magmatic effects is a durable, water-
based fog machine with advanced technology and IP65 rating that provides an exceptionally 
high output fog for professional applications of all types. Hard to break but easy to use, a 



 
thermally protected 1500W heat exchanger produces an impressive output of 60,000 CFM (cu 
ft/min) and when operating at 100%, the unit can shoot a 40-second burst of all-enveloping 
dense fog. 
    
About Elation Professional 
Based in California with facilities in Florida and Mexico City, as well as European offices in The Netherlands, Elation 
designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative lighting and video products known for its superior 
performance, excellent efficiency, and outstanding price:value ratio, all backed by a hard-earned reputation for Total 
Support. Through nearly three decades of intelligent lighting development, our mission has always been simple: to 
provide best-in-class products and service while offering the best value:performance ratio in the industry, helping show 
designers and producers achieve their vision. From discharge to LED, intelligent to conventional, Elation products 
continue to be a part of the industry’s most exciting projects across the globe and our list of references is always growing. 
We invite you to take a closer look at www.elationlighting.com  
 
For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
 
Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com 
 


